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B.V.M. Engineering College, An Autonomous institution is trying to reduce the gap
between current demands of industry with the academic institution for upcoming future of our
nation. For the same Board of Governance of BVM Engineering College had given permission to
“The Team” of Information Technology Department to visit various industries of Computer and
IT. The motto behind this visit was discuss various modification required in current curriculum of
computer Engineering and Information Technology department.
With this motto A team of IT department inclusion of Prof. Nilesh Prajapati, Prof. Vatsal
Shah, Prof. Kanu Patel and Prof. Vishal Polara Had started a one day visit at 9 o’clock morning.
And 1st they visited Hash media company run by Mr. Harshit Lalpura, former student of IT
Department, BVM engineering college. He had given warm welcome to all faculties and then he
shown various live Projects and Products to all faculty member. The projects like Virtual mirror,
Virtual wall, Touch Surface. The virtual mirror is currently used by a well-known mall at bengluru.
Using this mirror, a person can check the suitable clothes, glasses and suites without wearing it.
Same way he had shown various projects. After that he had given suggestion to improve lab
manual of programming subjects and include new innovative tools and technologies to meet the
current need. After this successful visit team had visited Sanatan Infotech LLP. Over there they
had discussed How to communicate with client and how to distribute a project modules among
developer team.

Then team had visited Streebo, An IT Company. Mr. Kasif, HR of Streebo has shown their
different six departments like R & D, Presale, Digital Marketing, Quality Assurance and
Developing Team and so on. Also they had brief about their history from scratch and upcoming
days of Streebo and Streebo Academy. They had also given a proposal of 6 weeks training for the
students and also assured that to give live project assignment to each student. Also team had met
with Mr. Razak Memon, MD of Streebo and Mr. Usman Memon, CEO of Streebo. It was really
great experience to visit these all industries said by “The Team”.

